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Do you know how much builder data is available at your fingertips with HomeSphere-IQ® Enterprise?
 
From the moment you log in to your easy-to-use platform, you’re in control.
 
Quickly access otherwise unattainable behavioral and geographic data about builders to gain insights and identify which 
builders are a best fit for your products.
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Leverage actionable data to retain and grow your market share of 
builders with these six powerful features:

1. Brand New Dashboard with Quick Links

2. Builder Discovery - Find More Builders to Use Your Product

3. Lifetime Value of a Builder on HomeSphere Using Your Products

4. Manufacturer Summary Report with Builder Companies Listed

5. Specific Builder Invoice Details

6. Expanded Builder Relationship Detail (Spreadsheet)



Brand New Dashboard (aka Summary)
From the moment you log in to the platform you’ll be in ultimate 
control with your new dashboard.
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Where to find it:

Immediately know the amount of revenue you generated from our 
builders in the last year
Understand your current market share by viewing the percentage of 
builders claiming your product, your share of our total closings and 
how these numbers have changed month-over-month
Glimpse easy insights to take action to grow your business

Why you want to see it:

Use your dashboard snapshot to become instantly aware of the most relevant data related to retaining your customers 
and projecting future growth. Catapult through the quick links located at the bottom of the tile to reach the exact area of 
Builder Discovery or LEADPLUS so you can immediately take action to expand your business.

What you can do with this data:

See builders who aren’t brand loyal to you or aren’t claiming your 
product category at all as well as the current builders you’re targeting 
— with direct access to Builder Discovery
View your HomeSphere-generated leads by estimated revenue 
opportunity — with direct access to LEADPLUS



Builder Discovery
Last, but certainly not least, is a robust feature of 
HomeSphere-IQ Enterprise critical to growing your 
brand usage within our base of loyal builders.
If you haven’t already catapulted into Builder 
Discovery through the quick links on your 
dashboard, you can launch Builder Discovery by 
clicking on the left navigation menu.
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Where to find it:

View construction profiles and behavioral and 
demographic data on the builders
Identify which builders are the best fit for your 
products and build a target list
Create profitable opportunities and drive them 
through your sales funnel faster

Why you want to see it:

Take your new builder sales process to the next level by directly targeting your sales activity to builders most likely to buy 
your products, right in our platform. Create profitable opportunities and drive them through your sales funnel faster. 
Choose from the native capability for lead management within HomeSphere-IQ, or we also offer CRM Connect, an API 
offering to sync HomeSphere-IQ data to your own in-house CRM. Run marketing programs through your in-house teams 
or opt to outsource with HomeSphere’s Marketing Services, which offers a variety of campaigns from email, digital, print 
and more.

What you can do with this data:



Lifetime Value of a Builder on 
HomeSphere Using Your Products
The Lifetime Value of a Builder interface can be 
found tucked within the Invoice Review feature 
located on the left navigation menu.
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Where to find it:

Uncover builder history and buying behavior with lifetime 
value of builder
See previously obscured supply chain information and study 
buyer behavior including where the builder or trade 
purchased your product as well as home address where your 
product was installed
Gain visibility into the number of years the builder has been 
using your product and your share of the builder’s business

Why you want to see it:

Retain builders, by seeing in advance when their product usage numbers start to slip and take 
corrective action before it is too late and the builder switches brands. Gauge builder loyalty to your 
product and seize the opportunity to upsell and cross-sell the builder by using data driven insights 
into their buying behavior and supply chain. Find opportunities where builders are just starting to 
use your product and encourage them to increase their consumption of your brand while building.

What you can do with this data:



Manufacturer Summary Report with 
Builder Companies Listed
The Manufacturer Summary Report can be found within Program 
Analysis, available through the menu on the left. View the list of 
builders directly on your screen — with the ability to drag and drop 
column headers — or choose to export as a Microsoft Excel file 
(.xlsx).This section of the platform is only visible to Program 
Analysts and Administrators on your account.
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Where to find it:

View a breakdown of builder companies claiming your 
products by business name and rebate amounts awarded
Locate and sort builders by quantity of closings or number of 
units directly in the platform
Easily export the spreadsheet for your records and share with 
others on your immediate team

Why you want to see it:

Know your product usage status and predict if actions need to be taken to better align with your 
sales goals. Compare which builders are using more of your products than others. If a builder is 
only using your products some of the time, take actions to potentially increase how often they 
choose your brand. Distribute the downloaded spreadsheet to others on your team or upload the 
data into your company’s management system.

What you can do with this data:



Specific Builder Invoice Details

Builder invoices are found within Invoice Review, available through 
the menu on the left. See current reviewable invoices, invoices under 
review and closed reviews for every builder who has claimed your 
product each month. To review individual invoices, click on a builder’s 
name. View on your screen or export the invoice(s).
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Where to find it:

Pinpoint the subdivision, lot and block where your product was 
installed according to the builder claiming your rebate
Discover which of your products the builder uses and also which of 
your products are preferred more than others in our rebate-eligible 
product catalog
Observe the amount in rebates a builder is claiming per lot

Why you want to see it:

Get a great sense of how much a particular builder is using your product. Have the visibility into the supply chain beyond your shipment 
arriving at the distributor — know where your product is being used and by which builder. Track changes in the purchasing behavior of 
a builder and detect when the builder is using your product less so that you can take action to reverse that trend and retain the 
builder’s loyalty.

What you can do with this data:



Expanded Builder Relationship Detail
An extremely powerful spreadsheet containing the extensive builder 
detail associated with your manufacturer invoice is not currently 
available through your HomeSphere-IQ Enterprise login and is 
considered an add-on to the offering. You can request to receive this 
spreadsheet through your Partner Manager when you subscribe to 
HomeSphere-IQ Enterprise.
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Where to find it:

Become privy to the exact street address and state where your 
products are installed and gain insight into which products are 
popular – or not so popular – within any given region
See the names of the distributor and contractors who touched the 
product before installation at the site
Scan the date the rebate was submitted and the product usage 
quantity for each builder who submitted a rebate for your proucts 
in one convenient spot

Why you want to see it:

Trace the building supply chain from the moment product ships from your warehouse 
to the hands of the contractor or builder. Customize your marketing programs and 
sales incentives when unlocking this data, provided to you only through HomeSphere. 
Have faith in the builder’s claims through the ability to perform spot checks for 
anomalies and decide whether you wish to raise a dispute or not.

What you can do with this data:



Pop Quiz!
1. New Dashbaord

2. Builder Discovery

3. Lifetime Value of Builder
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Let’s review the six powerful ways you can leverage actionable 
data to grow your market share of builders through HomeSphere: 

How many of these ways are you 
accessing builder data today?

Considering a subscription to HomeSphere-IQ Enterprise?
 
Retain and grow your share of mid-market builders in 
HomeSphere’s network.
 
HomeSphere-IQ is a powerful platform to connect you to 
profitable builders.
 
Through our data insights, you can not only grow your market 
share, but also have the power to peer into the supply chain and 
keep builders loyal to your brand.

How many would you like to be using?

4. Manufacturer Summary Report

5. Builder Invoice Details

6. Export Detail Report

Already on HomeSphere-IQ but haven't been using it?
 
Do you need help with you login or getting into HomeSphere-IQ 
Enterprise?
 
Or, perhaps you need a primer to get started, or simply a quick 
refresher on navigating HomeSphere-IQ Enterprise?
Let us know – we'll gladly assist you at a time convenient for your 
schedule.
 
We also have a few fast-track training courses on HomeSphere-IQ 
Enterprise. You can become certified in just a couple of hours.
 
Contact your dedicated HomeSphere Partner Manager and/or 
Support team today.

Let's Talk

Contact Us

https://homesphere.com/join?utm_source=sixtips&medium=ebook
https://www.homesphere.com/company/contact?utm_source=sixtips&medium=ebook

